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Abstract 
Accounting firm industry specialization is referred to as professional skill and 
knowledge grasped by a firm in a specific industry or several industries. In practice, 
accounting firm industry specialization got more and more consideration. KPMG first 
reconstructed its structure according to industry among “Big Five”, which is aimed to 
converge the audit standards of “understanding client’s industry and engagement” that 
established by many countries. Besides, audit quality control standards of some 
countries emphasize the importance of fostering accounting firm with industry 
specialization, and it is helpful for section to enhance and develop industry 
specialization by reconstructing firm’s structure according to industry. Because the 
CPA certification system is performed in public company audit market in China, and 
firms often get engagement due to location and relationship, the quantity of big firm is 
few, capital market is not standard and mature enough, and the demand for high 
quality audit is low. In this background, it requires us not to copy foreign study 
method directly, the explanations of study results should be issued with the 
consideration of system background and practical situation. In the specific 
environment of China, it researches the effect of accounting firm industry 
specialization by views of audit quality, management’s agent cost, agent cost of 
controlling stockholders and audit pricing. The results are as follows: 
1. The level of accounting firm industry specialization is higher, the audit quality 
is better, which means the relationship between accounting firm industry 
specialization and audit quality is direct. At the same time, it finds the direct 
relationship between accounting firm industry specialization and audit quality is 
remarkable for public companies controlled by nongovernment organizations, 
especially for those in areas with lower legal level; but for public companies 
controlled by government organizations this relationship is not existence. 
2.The level of accounting firm industry specialization and management agent cost 
is negative relationship, which means management agent cost is reduced as the 
growth of accounting firm industry specialization; and this negative relationship 
may weaker as the development of legal system. 
3.The relationship between the level of accounting firm industry specialization 
and agent cost of controlling stockholders is outstanding adverse, which means 
accounting firm industry specialization can reduce agent cost of controlling 
stockholders; and this function is lower in public companies controlled by 
government organizations, but higher in public companies controlled by 
nongovernment organizations. What’s more, this function is enhanced when the 
level of separation of ownership and management is high, and this situation is 
more obvious in public companies controlled by nongovernment organizations. 
4. The relationship between the level of accounting firm industry specialization 
and audit pricing is outstanding direct. After dividing client market into big client 
market and small client market, the study finds, in big client market, because firms 
adopt product diversity strategy, The positive relationship between the level of 
accounting firm industry specialization and audit pricing is more obvious. 















and influence factors of accounting firm industry specialization and makes several 
conclusions above. In the future, this topic can make further research about 
accounting firm industry specialization inhibit agent cost from the view of debt agent 
cost and free cash flow agent cost, and research accounting firm industry 
specialization of branches of firm in order to analyze and check functions of 
accounting firm industry specialization competence precisely. 
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